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Need for telesonography
• Ultrasonography is invaluable during pregnancy 

and childbirth

• Many clinicians advocate routine ultrasound 
screening during pregnancy (~1 in 3 have complications)

• India accounts for more than 20% of the global 
maternal and child deaths, and also records 20% 
of all births worldwide 

• India has many remote regions and not enough 
clinicians to reach them



Benefits elsewhere?

Obviously India is not the only place 
where remote locations lack the clinical 
staff or technologies

With low cost and portability may have 
role in urban services (e.g. mid-wifery)

Radiology, Cardiology, ….



What needs to be done

Meet the challenges

◦Human

◦Technical



Human challenges
Clinical experts and health workers
• are used to manipulating the ultrasound probes 

themselves

• may worry over loss of direct patient interaction

• have concerns over adjusting the clinical 
protocols/guidelines/practice to allow safe and 
effective use of telesonography 

The patients may be worried by a remote 
person moving the probe



Key technical challenges
Low cost

Handling the variability of which 
telecommunication networks are operating at 
the time. 

Requires high data transfer rate for direct 
involvement of experts in real-time, so 
compressing the data really important

Ensuring the technology is fit for purpose



Meeting the challenges

Human Technical

Use of a health worker 
rather than a clinician at 
patient’s location, probably 
use a robot to allow 
clinician to manipulate 
probe angle remotely
Good audio/visual 
connectivity
Full tested and agreed new 
protocols and guidelines

Use of existing technology 
(IT and telecommunications)

Switch to use best available 
bandwidth telecomms.
(warn users of any restrictions)

Use very clever data 
compression
(i.e. use specific features)

Validate by rigorous 
technical and clinical testing



Proposed model for Telesonography

• Low cost system, e.g. use of open source
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Key implementations
• ACR/NEMA Digital Imaging and 

Communication in Medicine standards ‘working 
on’ PC MultiMedia

• Biomimetic - ergonomic and immersive 
interface for remote manipulation of probe : 
as simple as a computer mouse using intuitive and self 
explanatory DOF to restore hand-eye coordination

• Feature based compression :
(exclusion outside ROI + best image transmission) 

• uses ISDN transmission (384kbit/s) to establish 
real-time streaming of ultrasound images



Validity as a solution …
• B-mode scanning capabilities and measurement facility 

e.g. image measures such as distance, area, drawing ROIs 
etc. Critical system parameters measureable: 

(i) Resolution (spatial, contrast, and temporal); 

(ii) Colour Doppler; 

(iii) Data Archiving and Distribution; 

(iv) Physical properties / Form factor (screen size,  
positioning flexibility, mobility, weight, toughness);

(v) Workload (Hardware performance, battery life e.g. 
able to work with erratic power supply; etc). 



Validity as a solution cont.

For algorithms and networking framework, 
quality controls at every step to measure 
scientific contribution and clinical relevance. 

Accepted-standard image simulations (physical 
phantoms) to provide benchmarks and 
validation of the algorithms.

Use of open source software to contribute to 
low cost



Conclusions
A technically working prototype has been 
created

The compression techniques work

Initial stakeholder views are positive

But, the study of clinical suitability (and 
adaptation) has only been initiated ….  

More field trials are now needed to reach a 
clinically ready tool and service.
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